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Motivation (1)
I Bank run is dynamic in its nature.

I Gu (2011) based on Diamond-Dybvig. Xiong-He (2011): Dynamic
debt runs.



Motivation (2)

I Redepositing into surviving banks indicates the role of uncertainty in
bank runs.

I Learning and information are indeed considered as one of key drivers
of bank runs, which a¤ects the government�s information policy.

I Bailout of Big 9 banks on Oct 13th 2008. Paulson forces all banks to
accept the bailout package to make all banks the same.

I Stress test. Can public provision of insolvency information help curb
the private acquisition on liquidity information?

I We provide a dynamic bank-run model with endogenous information
acquisition which sheds light on the following questions:

I Can endogenous information acquisition leads to multiple equilibria
in bank runs?

I What is the policy implication in order to eliminate bad equilibrium?



Overview of Results

I Dynamic rumor-based bank run model with uncertainty.
I Rumor: signals (about uncertain bank liquidity) that lack discernible
source.

I Fixing information acquisition e¤ort, asynchronous timing of hearing
the rumor allows us to derive the unique (responsive) bank-run
equilibrium.

I Once we take into account of endogenous information acquisition, in
general two equilibria emerge:

I The good equilibrium: nobody acquires information and nobody runs.
I The bad equilibrium: everybody acquires information and bank run
occurs.

I We study the minimum liquidity capacity that prevents run
equilibrium from happening.

I Extensions and Discussions: Insolvent banks and multiple competing
banks.



Bank Deposits

I In�nitely lived risk neutral depositors/agents, with measure 1.
I Bank deposits grows at a positive rate r , while cash at drawers has
zero yield.

I r can be broadly interpreted as convenience yield.
I To ensure bounded values, bank asset maturing at Poisson event
with intensity δ, so that all agents get the full deposits back for
consumption.

I Bank is solvent, but fails if κ measure of depositors withdraw from
the bank.

I We will introduce uncertainty in κ to capture uncertain bank
strength.

I When bank fails, each dollar inside the bank recovers γ 2 (0, 1), and
agents consume their wealth.



Rumor Spreading

I At some random time et0 the bank may start su¤ering from liquidity
problem, and the �rumor� starts spreading among depositors.

I Nobody observes the realization et0 = t0 but it is common knowledge
that et0 follows an exponential distribution with pdf φ (t0) = θe�θt0 .

I Rumor: talk or opinion widely disseminated with no discernible
source.

I At t = 0 all depositors have not heard the rumor yet.
I Their prior is such that they will not withdraw without hearing the
rumor.

I The rumor spreads over an interval
� et0, et0 + η

�
, and agents hear the

rumor with intensity β.
I Upon hearing the rumor, the agent can incur some cost to acquire
information regarding the bank liquidity.



Uncertainty of Bank Liquidity

I The liquid reserve capacity eκ can take two values.
I For strong bank, eκ > 1 so that the bank can sustain any severe runs.
I For weak bank, eκ = κL 2 (0, 1), and the bank fails when κL fraction
of depositors withdraw.

I Prior is common knowledge: Pr feκ = κLg = p0 2 (0, 1) .
I If the bank turns out to be strong, agents redeposit their funds back
to the bank.

I Redepositing transaction cost k ! 0 per dollar.



Endogenous Information Acquisition

I When the agent ti hears the rumor, he can improve the information
quality q at some convex acquisition cost α

2q
2.

I With prob. q, perfect signal either yH or yL .
I With prob. 1� q, the agent receives yM without changing prior.

I Conditional on the state, signals are i.i.d. across individuals.



Road Map of the Talk

I First, given q, we solve for the unique bank-run equilibrium.
I Given the equilibrium bank failure time ζ, solve for individual agent�s
learning and withdrawal decision.

I Combined with bank failure condition, solve for the bank-run
equilibrium.

I Second, given the bank-run equilibrium, solve for individual optimal
information acquisition. This gives the full bank-run equilibrium with
endogenous information acquisition.

I Then we study comparative statics, and extensions, etc.



Dynamic Learning

I Agent ti�s information set at t: F tit =
n
ti , t, eyti , 1BFt o

,

1BFt 2 f1, 0g is the bank failure indicator, eyti is signal.
I Given the equilibrium belief that the weak bank fails at t0 + ζ,
posterior belief about bank strength

p (τ) = p (ti + τjti ) � Pr
neκ = κL jF tit

o
.

I Failure CDF Π (ti + τjti ) � p0 � Pr fti < t0 + ζ � ti + τjti ,weakg.
I Failure hazard rate is increasing over time

h (ti + τjti ) = h (τ) �
Π0 (ti + τjti )
1�Π (ti + τjti )

I h (�) drops to zero after ζ which reveals the bank being strong.



Individual Optimal Strategies

I Responsive symmetric equilibrium with endogenous waiting.
I Given failure time ζ, threshold strategy is optimal.

I For yM , withdraw at time τw and redepositing at ζ if the bank
survives (so it is the strong bank for sure).



Optimal Withdrawal Time

I For agent yH , optimal to stay always, with value
δ

δ�r .
I For agent yL, if run exists, then they must withdraw immediately,
with value 1.

I For agent yM , withdrawal decision balances bank failure vs. growth
r .

I The optimal withdrawal time τw satis�es the FOC:

h (τw ) (1� γ) = r [1+ (1� p (τw )) (VO (ζ)� 1)]

I VO (ζ) =
δ

δ�r > 1: value of one dollar in the strong bank when the
agent redeposits at ζ.

I (1� p (τw )) (VO (ζ)� 1) captures the additional continuation
payo¤.



Bank Failure Condition

I Failure occurs at the cumulative withdrawal reaches (weak bank�s)
capacity.
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Bank-run Equilibrium
I Weak bank, in aggregate q measure of yL agents withdraw
immediately. At ζ the cumulative withdrawal is

q
Z t0+ζ

t0
βe�βti dti = q

�
1� e�βζ

�
.

I yM agents wait τw , aggregate withdrawal (1� q)
�
1� e�β(ζ�τw )

�
.

I The equilibrium bank failure condition is

κL = (1� q)
�
1� e�β(ζ�τw )

�
+ q

�
1� e�βζ

�
.

I Individual optimality for yM agents requires

h (τw ; ζ) (1� γ) = r [1+ (1� p (τw ; ζ)) (VO (ζ)� 1)] .

This only depends on ζ � τw , i.e., the distance between withdrawal
and failure.

I These two conditions allow us to solve for fζ�, τ�w g, given q.



Understanding the Bank-Run Equilibrium

I Given information quality q, the responsive bank-run equilibrium, if
exists, is unique and stable.

I yM agent�s withdrawal decision trades o¤ bank failure vs. growth r .
I Suppose that all yM agents withdraw immediately τ�w = 0.

I Not many yL agents have withdrawn yet, and it takes relatively
longer time to run the bank down.

I As a result the bene�t of waiting dominates.

I When τ�w is greater, more and more yL agents have withdrawn, and
the cost from bank failure rises.

I Of course, bank runs may not exist.



Endogenous Information Acquisition
I Given the bank failure time ζ, the value of informed agent before
acquiring information is

qp (ti jti ) + q (1� p (ti jti ))
δ

δ� r + (1� q)VI (0jyM )�
α

2
q2,

where VI (0jyM ) is the value with yM given the bank run
equilibrium.

I Therefore the FOC for optimal q� is

p (ti jti ) + (1� p (ti jti ))
δ

δ� r| {z }
E[VI (0)jinformative signal]

� VI (0jyM )| {z }
E[VI (0)juninformative signal]

� αq� = 0.

I Under certain conditions, in general there exist two equilibria.
I Without acquisition q = 0, bank run does not exist. Therefore q = 0
is also optimal.

I With acquisition q > 0, bank run exists, which in turn motivates
individual agent to acquire information.



Comparative Statics (1)

I Ampli�cation e¤ect on learning.
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Comparative Statics (2)

I Bank run is less severe for higher η

I Counterintuitive, as higher η implies longer rumor spreading period,
so potentially more agents to run on the bank.
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How to Prevent Bank Runs?

What is the minimum capacity κL to eliminate the run equilibrium?
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Insolvent Banks and Stress Test

I With the possibility of insolvent banks, no-run equilibrium q = 0 is
less likely to occur.

I Say the bank may be insolvent �Zombie�banks. Running on them is
socially optimal.

I Once hearing the rumor, the agent can spend e¤ort e to study the
bank�s solvency and get signal 1z .

I 1z perfectly reveals the Zombie bank.

I Studying solvency inevitably tells us something about liquidity.
I The e¤ort e in �guring out Zombie banks becomes the baseline
quality of the bank�s liquidity signal ey .

I Agents choose q � e with acquisition cost α
2 (q � e)

2.

I A high e triggers the bank-run equilibrium.
I Every agent studies hard in order to detect Zombie banks. But they
got to know the bank may be illiquid.

I Knowing that other agents know a lot about the bank�s illiquidity,
bank runs are possible and they want to learn more as well.



Stress Test

I Stress test makes it easier to identify insolvent banks, i.e., reduce e.
I A lower e makes every agent knows less about the bank�s liquidity
state, which helps curb runs on solvent banks.
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Multiple Banks

I Often the time, agents are moving funds from weak banks to strong
ones. Highly ine¢ cient.

I Instead of keeping the cash at drawers (with zero return), the outside
option is endogenous.

I Suppose that we have two banks, and one of them is weak with prob
0.5.

I The whole analysis goes through, with only yL agents withdrawing.
I Injecting noises on solvent banks makes agent harder to acquire
liquidity information (a higher α), and it can eliminate the run.



Conclusions

I Individuals are acquiring information excessively when bank run is a
concern.

I Government could play an active role in information policy.
I Our dynamic model has the potential to bring it to the data.
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